Abstract
Introduction
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [1] is one of the most popular methods for feature extraction and classification. It tries to find a linear transformation by maximizing the between-class scatter and minimizing the within-class scatter simultaneously. Provided by M samples of c classes, the betweenclass scatter matrix b S and the within-class scatter matrix w S can be defined by 
where w is the projection vector. This can be transformed to seeking the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue in the following equation 
w S will be singular when the number of training samples is smaller than the dimension of samples. Then the generalized eigen-equation Eq.(4) cannot be solved directly. This is so called "small sample size" (SSS) [2] problem which exits in numerous high-dimensional pattern recognition tasks. In order to solve this problem, several algorithms such as regularized LDA (RLDA) [3] , PCA (principal component analysis) plus LDA (FDA) [4] , null space LDA (NLDA) [5] , complete LDA (CLDA) [6] , inverse fisher discriminant analysis (IFDA) [7] , LDA based on generalized singular value decomposition (LDA/GSVD) [8] and direct LDA (DLDA) [9] S first before diagonalizing w S . In this paper we discuss DLDA algorithm, and indicate its connection with FDA. Then the deficiency of DLDA is pointed out and a normalized direct LDA method (NDLDA) which overcomes DLDA's deficiency is proposed. We do face recognition [11] experiments on ORL, YALE and AR face databases. The experimental results show the effectivity of our NDLDA algorithm.
The rest of the paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 outlines FDA and DLDA algorithms. Section 3 gives the relationship of DLDA and FDA and proposes NDLDA algorithm. Section 4 presents the experimental results. A t last, the conclusions are summarized in section 5.
FDA and DLDA

FDA
In order to solve singularity problem, FDA algorithm utilizes PCA to reduce the dimensionality of samples first before LDA procedure.
PCA is a well-known approach for dimension reduction. It aims to find a projection such that the global scatter is maximized after the projection. Provided by training samples ( 1,2, , )
, the global scatter matrix can be defined by
And the criterion of PCA is maximizing
where w is normalized vector satisfying 1 T w w = . It has been proved that w satisfying Eq. (6) 
DLDA
DLDA tries to find a projection matrix A that diagonalizes both b S and w S : 
3) The final transformation matrix of DLDA is
The new DLDA feature of a sample x could be formed by
NDLDA: Normalized direct LDA
In this section, we give the relationship of DLDA and FDA and indicate the deficiency of DLDA. At last, a new linear discriminant analysis algorithm called normalized direct LDA (NDLDA) which overcomes DLDA's deficiency is proposed.
The relationship of DLDA and FDA
From section 2, we know that the first step of DLDA is diagonalizing b S by eigen-analysis of b S .
If we use b S to perform PCA, the first step of DLDA is exactly PCA. Performing PCA with b S is feasible when we know the class information of training samples. So the first step of DLDA is just equivalent to the PCA procedure of FDA.
The 
It is equivalent to
Here the LDA procedure of FDA becomes to solving the eigen-equation Eq. (13) . This is exactly the second step of DLDA algorithm.
From the definition . FDA always has normalized projection vectors which satisfy 
Then the final transformation matrix of FDA which uses b S to perform PCA is 
The Deficiency of DLDA
In section 3.1, we discuss the difference of DLDA and FDA using b S to perform PCA. The difference of their projection matrices is caused by the difference of norm Λ and
The effect of norm Λ is normalizing every projection vector of FDA. Namely We know that the i th feature of DLDA is 
The Algorithm of Normalized Direct LDA
Through the analysis in section 3.2, we think the projection vector of DLDA should be normalized as FDA. We call DLDA algorithm with normalization process Normalized Direct LDA (NDLDA). The algorithm of NDLDA is summarized as follows: 1) Diagonalize b S : It is the same as the step 1 of DLDA in section 2.2.
2) Diagonalize w S : It is the same as the step 2 of DLDA in section2.2
3) Normalize the projection vectors: Now the transformation matrix is 
Here we can see that the most important step of NDLDA is to normalize the projection vectors through norm Λ in step 3. This process makes each feature of NDLDA have uniform scale to keep the primary distribution of samples.
Experiment
In this section, face recognition experiments are designed to evaluate the performance of NDLDA. Experiments are demonstrated on ORL, YALE and AR face database. We compare NDLDA algorithm with FDA and DLDA. In the PCA phase of FDA, the dimension is reduced to M c − to guarantee the nonsingularity of w S as [4] . For classification, the nearest-neighbor classifier is applied [12] . We select three images per person for training randomly and use the remaining images for testing. The experiment is repeated for 20 times. FDA, DLDA and our NDLDA are applied for feature extraction. Nearest-neighbor classifier with Euclidean metric is employed for classification. Table 1 lists the maximal average recognition rate and standard deviation across 20 runs of each method. Figure 2 shows the average recognition rates versus the variation of dimensions. From table 1, we can see that the maximal average recognition rate of our NDLDA reaches 87.3% while FDA and DLDA are only 86.3% and 85.1%. The corresponding dimensions are 36, 39 and 38 respectively. Figure 2 shows that NDLDA consistently outperforms FDA and DLDA irrespective of the variation of dimensions. 
Experiment on ORL database
Experiment on YALE database
The YALE face database was constructed at the YALE Center for Computational Vision and Control. It contains 165 gray-scale images of 15 individuals. The images demonstrate variations in lighting, facial expression and with/without glasses. In our experiment, every image was manually cropped and resized to 100 80 × pixels. Figure 3 shows eleven images of one people. In the experiment, two, three, four and five images per individual are randomly selected for training and the rest of images form the testing set. FDA, DLDA and NDLDA are performed for face representation respectively. Nearest-neighbor classifier with Cosine metric is used for classification. We run the system 20 times. Table 2 shows the maximal average recognition rate and standard deviation across 20 runs of each method. Figure 4 illustrates the maximal average recognition rate versus the variation of training sample size. From table 2 and figure 4, we can see that our NDLDA overall outperforms FDA and DLDA in sprite of training sample size. It also can be seen that the difference of DLDA and NDLDA reduces with the increase of training sample size. When the training sample size is two, their difference reaches more than 20%. However, the difference is about 3% when the training sample size is five. We think that it can be interpreted as this: When the training sample size is small, the statistic characteristic of samples such as w S cannot be estimated exactly. Here adjusting the scales of each feature according to w S as DLDA will destroy the distribution of samples seriously. However, w S can be estimated more exactly when the training sample size is larger. Here 
Experiment on AR database
The AR face database contains over 4000 color face images of 126 people, including 26 frontal views of faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions, and occlusions for each people. The pictures of 120 individuals were taken in two sessions (14 days apart) and each session contains 13 color images. Fourteen face images (each session containing 7) of these 120 individuals are selected in our experiment. The images are converted to grayscale. The face portion of each image is manually cropped and normalized to 50 40 × pixels. Figure 5 shows sample images of one person. These images vary as follows: neutral expression, smiling, angry, screaming, left light on, right light on, all sides light on.
Figure 5. Sample images of one person on AR database
In our experiment, the first five images which were taken in the first session are used for training while the rest of images are used for testing. FDA, DLDA and NDLDA are performed. Nearestneighbor classifier with Euclidean metric is employed for classification. Table 3 lists the maximal recognition rate and the corresponding dimension. As can be seen, our NDLDA outperforms FDA and DLDA with the recognition rate 71.0% to the dimension 118. Figure 6 illustrates the recognition rate versus the dimension. From figure 6 , we can see that NDLDA outperforms FDA and DLDA when the dimension is adequately large. 
Conclusion
In this paper we analyze the relationship of DLDA and FDA algorithms and point out the deficiency of DLDA. The projection vector of DLDA is not normalized which may destroy the distribution of data. Based on this analysis, we propose NDLDA algorithm with normalized projection vector. NDLDA is compared with FDA and DLDA through face recognition experiments. The experimental results show our NDLDA's superiority over FDA and DLDA. 
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